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Due to the remark just made, the right hand side of 2.4 is welldefined. To prove 2.4 we show that as z approaches ζ 0 in a certain way, the expression, converges to 0. Now by 2.2 we have,
Now for any fixed δ > 0, the first integral above approaches zero as z approaches £ 0 , since we can take the limit under the integral sign. As for the second integral, its absolute value is not greater than ί
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Now by (a) and 2.3, the first of these integrals is majorized by M||/||»γδlogl/δ. To estimate the second of these integrals we let z approach ζ 0 along the inward normal to 3D. 
is a linear mapping T: A(D)-> H(D x D) n such that (Tf) t G C[(D x D)\{(z, z): z G 3D}] for every f G A(D) and such that
Proof. From Henkin's integral formula we see that 
for |z-^0|<δ and |ω-ω o |<δ. The third term has a limit as (z, ω)->(ζ 0 , ω 0 ) since we may take the limit under the integral sign. We write the first term as 2-6. j where all we need to know about χ is that it is continuous on 3D x D x S^s and that there is a constant C such that \χ(ζ,z,ω)-χ(ζ\ z, ω)^ C\ζ -ζ'\, for all z, ω, f, and ζ'. Now we just imitate the proof of Lemma 4.3 of [3] to see that 2.6 has a limit as (z, ω)-»(£ 0 , ω 0 ). The second term is handled in the same way as the first. This completes the proof. Note that if ω) then -^ (z) = gl (z, z), , = i σz, so so that g, need not bein Λ(DxD) when /E A(D).
